
We have been working together with all  
leading manufacturers of air conditioning  
systems for many years, supporting them with our  
competence.  Vehicle manufacturers also turn to 
us if their end customer solutions are insufficient, 
or if special operating conditions require an air 
conditioning system with increased performance. 

Especially our space and weight saving  
underfloor systems free up areas in today’s special  
vehicles which have to convince and more 
through multifunctionality. Our systems ensure 
increased space and comfort. An air conditioned 
operator room is already standard these days.

KFZ-Technik GmbH

Engine mounted air conditioning

A frequent requirement from a customer with  
a special vehicle is higher performance or  
additional a/c systems because the standard  
systems are often just designed for the driver’s 
cab and work stations in the vehicle „loading 
area“ have not been considered. In addition to 
the standard requirements such as temperature  
controlled medicine logistics, fresh or frozen goods 
transportation, a large part of our customers 
need air conditioned operator rooms in the fields 
of measurement technology, military and autho-
rities with security tasks. Special solutions for  
tropical climates round off our portfolio perfectly.

Your advantages

■ Predominantly high-strength aircraft  
    aluminium 

■ Over 500 self-developed kits

■ Production on own turning and milling 
    centres

■ PK belt drives with more automatic jig

■ We also deliver complete self-assembly kits

Air conditioning

POWER GENERATION
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AIR CONDITIONING TECHNOLOGY

TRANSMISSION SYSTEMS
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Individual solutions for the special vehicle sector
With our underfloor systems for generation of electricity and compressed air, you increase your payload and recover loading area. 
We will happily provide you with further information!
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Application areas

+ Air conditioned operator rooms
+ Temperature controlled medicine transport
+ Fresh and frozen goods transport
+ Catering vehicles
+ Promotional vehicles
+ Film set makeup rooms
+ BOS and military applications
+ Transport of persons

Areas of performance

All current refrigerant compressors
such as. Seltec, Sanden etc.

Also double and triple compressor systems possible!
 

Suitable vehicle types

Virtually all commercial vehicles, regardless
of tonnage, transmission and drive concept.

Ask us, we will find the best solution for you!

info@kfztechnik-martin.de
www.kfztechnik-martin.de


